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The annual Summer Carriage
Driving Show at Felbridge came
with back-to-back sunshine
and made horses, harnesses,
carriages and drivers look
especially shiny in the warm
rays, but John Tierney from East
Park caught the judge’s eye to
start the day by winning the
Condition and Turnout with
Slatyford Spartan. Norman
Watson from Happy Landings
was hot on his heels with a
win in the Assisted Whip Class
driving Misty. Lisa Disborough
from Stella Hancock Group was
brought in first for the Novice
Whip driving Maisie and the
showing classes ended with the
Open which was won by Tracey
Spencer from Heron’s Ghyll
driving Nutmeg.
Prizes for the Showing were
presented by Bert Wiegman,
Master Wheelwright of the
Worshipful Company of
Wheelwrights who were the
day’s sponsors.
“As Wheelwrights we’re really
pleased to be able to put our
charitable funds to good use in
providing a bit more mobility and carriage driving definitely
gives a freedom to these drivers

SUNNY SUMMER SHOW
who might not always feel it” he said.
“Today has been very humbling and
I’ve been so impressed by what
these competitors have been able to
achieve!”
In the dressage, Maria Wilkinson
driving Murphy from Stella Hancock
won the Novice while the Open
went to Amanda Hardy fresh from
her second place at the Nationals
driving Flash from Happy Landings.
It was the boys’ turn for success
in the cones with Greg Cooper of
Heron’s Ghyll winning the Novice
driving Lottie and Trevor Edwards of
Happy Landings pipping everyone
to the post in the Open driving
Eddie.
Stella Hancock Group won the shield
for the group winning the most
points throughout the day.

John Tierney drives Slatyford Spartan of East Park in the
Showing

Master Bert Wiegman presents Lindsay
Correa with a sponsorship cheque
Amanda Hardy of Happy Landings with
Flash in the cones

CHAIR’S CHATTER

It’s what you can do
that Counts
In 2018 horses, participants,
and volunteers, in our
Region,
demonstrated
more than ever that they
live the RDA motto on a
day to day basis. Each time
I visit a group I am inspired
by the practical approach
our
participants
and
volunteers show to solving
the day to day difficulties

that
disability
brings.
Thank you for letting me be
part of your RDA journey.
During the year we have
seen
different
groups
overcome some incredible
challenges.
Some
examples of the spirit and
resilience with which our
RDA volunteers responded
include: an unexpected
notice on their premises
requiring
two
Sussex
groups to find alternative
premises which suited the
needs of the riders and
volunteers, a Surrey group
who survived a devastating
attack on their beloved
horses, and a number
of groups whose RDA
equines had come to a well
-earned retirement leaving
each group in search of
new RDA suitable horses.

Cover picture: Laura Smithers rides Beano from Leatherhead
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I can’t mention every
example here, I’d need
may more pages, but be
assured the participants
and their families really do
appreciate you all.
This year, our regional
sponsors of 15 years,
Cowan Architects have
introduced The Cowan
Trophy to recognise a
young
volunteer
who
steps up to the challenge
of making a significant
contribution
to
their
group. Thanks, as ever, to
Cowan Architects and to
the Worshipful Company
of Wheelwrights for their
continued sponsorship of
the region’s all-important
events.
Personally, I’d like to thank
our regional committee
whose talent and time
makes all of our activities
possible. 2019 will see two
of our group volunteers

step up and take on
regional
responsibility
as we welcome a new
Surrey County Chair, Paula
Jones, and a new Regional
Treasurer, Beryl Randall.
We will also be celebrating
RDA’s 50th anniversary year
and you will see a number
of suggestions from RDA
UK on how your group can
join in the festivities.
My RDA moment this year
was when one of our tiniest
riders, who had worked
through his pain week
after week while mounting
in splints, (and we tried
a variety of assisted
mounts) finally mounted
independently. He was so
proud!
And finally, have a happy
and healthy new year.
More challenges in 2019?
Bring it on – it’s what we
do!

L indsay

Despite being sandwiched by rainsodden days, this year’s Challenge
Day saw glorious sun. But it was too
late to dry out the ground and the sad
decision had to be taken to drop the
Handy Pony and Gymkhana events.
But as most of the riders had come to
go head-to-head in the Countryside
Challenge with dreams of qualifying
for the National Championships, its
relocation to the sand arena, meant
that all was not lost.
There was also a dressage competition
and the fabulous fancy dress which
rounded off the day with a Movie
theme. This was judged by Julia Hockin
from RDA’s local sponsor, Cowan
Architects, who selected Eastbourne
RDA as the ultimate winners with their
technicolour interpretation of the Bee
Movie.
The Countryside Challenge riders
put their skills to the test by tackling
a variety of obstacles and tasks such
as going through a gate, crossing a
‘road’, entering a farmyard, picking an
apple from a tree and posting a letter.
Although great fun, this also tested their
steering, balance and confidence.
It was a clean sweep for East Park with
Zoe Beer, Evie-Mae Doby, Darcey
Brown and Orla Wynn all qualifying
in the Junior Classes while Hastings’
Fairlight Hall took both spots in
the Senior Class with Juliette Nunn
and Christopher Bigaignon both
qualifying having come first and
second respectively Fairlight Hall
had a number of other successes with
Flinn Batehup winning his Junior class
and Katie Hartley and Joe Roud both
winning their Senior classes in the nonqualifying sections. Kitty Scarboro was
also a winner in the Junior section of the
dressage.
Bradbourne riders from Sevenoaks
dominated in the dressage with Peter
Broome and Eliza Dauz both winners of
their classes. Woking’s Samber Group
also had a good day with a win for Ben
Tester in his Junior class and a second
in the Fancy Dress with Toy Story.
Julia Hockin, a healthcare architect at
Cowan Architects, presented the prizes
and said “It’s always such a treat and an
honour to participate in these inspiring
events and meet such enthusiastic
young people. The weather held for us
and there were smiles all round”.
Lindsay Correa, Chair of RDA across the
South East praised the volunteers and
organisers who had had to cope with
last minute changes due to the weather
to make the day work.

A CHALLENGING
CHALLENGE DAY

Flinn Batehut on Twiggy from
Fairlight Hall

Kitty Scarboro rides Daisy from Fairlight Hall

Darcey Brown of East Park receives her trophy from Julia
Hockin of sponsors Cowan Architects

Hetty Nadine on Dotty for Samber

Juliette Nunn of Fairlight Hall
RDA receives her 1st prize from
Julia Hockin of sponsors Cowan
Architects as she qualifies for
National Championships

Christopher Bigaignon on Rose
from Fairlight Hall

Kitty Scarboro of Fairlight Hall
wins the Junior Dressage

Laura Smithers of
Leatherhead riding
Beano shows off her
rosette

Zoe Beer on Silver Star for East
Park
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DAMP DRESSAGE
The worst of the rain held off until
prizegiving at the Hickstead Dressage
qualifier, which offered 25 classes
across three arenas, more than half of
which were qualifying classes for the
RDA National Championships.

Caroline King and Katherine Swan were
big winners for Bradbourne as they both
qualified for Hartpury riding the same
horse, Bill, with only a couple of points
between them but the rivalry was stronger
between brothers, Jon and Matthew
Sullivan of Epsom who were also both
happy to qualify in the same class and
on the same horse, Fahrenheit. Matthew,
however, pipped his brother to win the
Tankard for the highest senior qualifying
score for the second year running. Emily
Robinson’s win on Monreith Marigold for
the junior qualifiers gave Epsom a hat-trick.
There were a couple of annual trophies
presented where Hope in the Valley
rider, Toby Skerman won the cup for the
Highest Led score and Hannah Mohan of
Quest won the Cup for the Highest Junior
Qualifying Score. Bradbourne’s, Sophie
Stroud, was delighted to win the Astor of
Hever horse trophy for the highest score in
the non-qualifier classes. Hannah Mohan
also won a trio of books as the highest
placed junior newcomer which had been
donated by Michelle Charman of Forelock
Books, which specialises in pony story
collectables for young, pony-mad readers.
Phillip Mumford, Managing Director
of RDA Regional sponsors, Cowan
Architects, presented the prizes. “It is
such an honour to present these prizes,
particularly when they have to struggle
against the awful weather. They are
inspirational and they are all winners in
my eyes” he said.
While the results were being collated,
the numerous and impressive entries to
the annual Arts & Crafts competition were
judged by local Sussex artists, Bob and
Pip Sampson.
There were numerous entries in the Arts
& Crafts competition this year which made
the judging particularly hard, but Dylan
Peter from Cranleigh RDA was a winner
in the individual paining class while
Sandhurst RDA bagged a win for their
sculpture of Harvey which later won at the
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Kitty Scarboro rides Daisy from Fairlight Hall

Matthew Sullivan from Epsom RDA receives
his tankard from Phillip Mumford of Cowan
Architects

Hickstead Eleanor Woodward from
Cranleigh RDA rides George through
the test

Hickstead Emily Lester Murphy from
Eastbourne receives first prize from Phillip
Mumford of Cowan Architects

Hickstead Sophie Stroud from Bradbourne
receives the Astor of Hever trophy from
Phillip Mumford of Cowan Architects

RDA Nationals. Among the other classes,
Court Meadow won the group collage
with Dreaming of a Grey Pony and

Amanda Hardy of Happy Landings
won the individual collage with an
exquisite embroidery.

ENDURING THE SUN
The Region’s sixth annual Endurance
Ride enjoyed splendid sunshine and
fabulous 1km, 2km and 3km rides on
paths and tracks across the gorgeous
setting of fields and woodland on
Underriver Farm in Kent, courtesy of
Sophie and Charles Honnywill.
Feedback from the day was
very positive, particularly given
the wonderful countryside
that the riders were able
to appreciate at its best.
Endurance is about personal
bests so everyone enjoyed
winning a certificate and
rosette, though all those in
the 3km class also managed to
complete the ride within the
optimum time.
Working with Endurance GB,
Denise Hyde of Bradbourne rides Fin
this event offers RDA riders a
new and different discipline,
extending their knowledge of
horsemanship into areas such
as heart rates, metabolic rates
and
dehydration. It also demands a
greater level of understanding
of timing and pacing. This
event was in the ‘Getting
Started’ level, offering riders in
the region and introduction to
the sport.
Olivia Heyes of Fairlight Hall enjoys her ride on Twiggy

Owen Edwards of Bradbourne RDA on Josh

WINFIELD’S
WISD OM

Jo Winfield demonstrates an exercise
to test balance skills

Jo Winfield demonstrates balancing
through the lower leg

After seeing the success of Jo Winfield FBHS
speaking at the RDA National Conference
last year, she was booked to give a training
day on ‘Balancing the Horse and Rider’ at
Cranleigh’s newly enlarged and refurbished
centre in February. It proved so popular
that another day was immediately set in
May to be run at East Park.
The turnout for both sessions was fabulous
as was the positive feedback.
Jo started the day with a presentation
on posture, position and balance and
how this influences the horse. She also
discussed dealing with injury and lifestyle
management, and that only good practice

makes perfect! She then moved a
riveting practical session with volunteer
riders working with a coach; Rosemary
Harrison at Cranleigh and Jenna Leight
at East Park. In each case, Jo highlighted
various different coaching points,
rider balance and discussed different
equipment. Key to improvement was
using a rider’s natural skill and balance to
increase confidence, and whether RDA or
not, everyone has to work at developing
a new skill set and sometimes it comes
to believing you can. “Limitation is often
in the rider belief and not in the skill”
said Jo.
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NATIONAL SUCCESS
This year, a record number of riders and drivers from the
South East qualified for the National Championships. 27
competitors representing 12 different groups, took on more
than 500 other competitors from around the UK – and
nearly all (20) were placed in the top 10 of their class.

This is such a fantastic achievement” said Lindsay Correa, Regional
Chair, “particularly as some competitors even had to borrow horses
from other groups as last-minute problems meant they had no
mount!”
Of particular note was Felicity Julian from Epsom RDA who rode
Mini Milton to first place in her dressage class– an exceptional feat
as her normal pony became unavailable – and Hannagh Mogan of
Quest RDA, Chobham who rode Willow Fury’s Comet to 2nd place
in the Dressage Freestyle. The Carriage Drivers also came back
with a brace of 2nd places, with Sandra Spinner, driving Rushmoor
Jimmy of Cherry Park in the Novice and Amanda Hardy driving
Daintree Princess from Happy Landingsin the Intermediate. The
team of five young riders from East Park RDA all managed to get in
the top six in their Countryside Challenge classes (Orla Wynne 3rd,
Evie-Mae Dobbe 4th, Jasmine Musgrove 5th, Zoe Beer and Darcy
Brown 6th) while Sandhurst won the Arts & Crafts sculpture class.
The three-day Championship event is the biggest of its kind in
the world and this year featured the first endurance ride(where
Joe Roud of Fairlight Hall RDA was the first ever competitor), the
introduction of Dressage Pairs and the first entry by an elephant (in
the costume dressage freestyle to music!).

PHOTO: JONATHANDAVISON.CO.UK

Amanda Hardy of Happy Landing RDA
driving Daintree Princess shares a joke
with Trish Lebus

Sandra Spinner of Cherry Park makes
a tight turn driving Rushmoor
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Felicity Julian shows off her
Championship Rosette with Elaine
Briggs, Epsom Group Coach

East Park’s Zoe Beer rides Star in the
Countryside Challenge

Toby with Toblerone

A PARENT’S VIEW
When Toby and Toblerone qualiﬁed for Hartpury at
Hickstead we were overjoyed. Toby couldn’t believe
it, and the icing on the cake was that his friend, Will,
also qualiﬁed - both boys high ﬁving each other, all
illness and disability forgotten - just a common goal
and achievement celebrated. A wonderful moment
that we will remember forever. It was an amazing
experience with both boys doing well (Toby 9th and
Will 4th in the whole of the UK – Wow!)
RDA is extremely special to us and I’d like to be able
let as many people know that how I feel about this
amazing charity and organisation is not unique. So
many parents feel just as I do. When we’re watching
our children ride many of us stifle a tear to see our
children so happy, so accomplished in their own way.
Hope in the Valley are 50 years old. The lives they
have changed, that they’ve made so much happier
over those years must be off the scale. It’s not ‘just’
the children, you see. It’s like a stone being thrown
into a still pond. The ripples spread out.
Toby’s Riding makes him so happy, that obviously
makes us happy as a family. He receives huge praise
at school, which encourages him to work hard, his
friends want to hear about what he does, so he has
something interesting to talk to them about, people
ask him about his hobbies - and he has his RDA to
tell them about, and people love it.
He hates his physio, but riding has become his
physio, he can become withdrawn and sad at
times because of the pain and the continued loss
of stamina and health, but his riding gives him
that push, which benefits him mentally as well as
physically.
On holiday this year he tried kayaking with Steve. I
was worried he wouldn’t be able to. His riding has
improved his arm strength and coordination - and he
had a wonderful time ‘it’s like riding on the water’.
All ripples of achievement and self-belief. All thanks
to the inspirational volunteers at RDA.
Thank you!
Sarah Skerman

HADLOW HOST
CARRIAGE DRIVING
TRAINING
The Carriage Driving Training Day in
April was moved to Hadlow College
near Tonbridge this year and the
easy access proved a huge hit, with
attendance from 90% of our driving
groups plus a couple from the Greater
London Region. The day kicked off
with an excellent talk by former
World Pony Pairs Champion, Anna
Grayston, on good coaching practice.
Anna gave useful hints on getting
ponies/horses fit, emphasising that
it was more important that they had
enough strength for the work they
would have to do, rather than getting
them competition-fit. She also
worked through the dressage test

movements, stressing the importance
of where the turns should take place
(especially considering where the
judge or judges were sitting!).Gillet
Cook provided hat fittings through
the morning, while
Grenville Bates followed Anna with
a talk on the current standards for
hats and helmets and their correct
fitting. Both heat and being dropped
can damage hats, and he stressed
their lifetime was no more than 3 or
4 years as the interiors get mouldy
-delightful!.
After lunch Tony Petitpierre, who
designs cones courses and obstacles
for clubs and national competitions,
presented ideas in the large indoor
school, on how to a design simple,
but flowing course, ensuring good exit
routes. Cones courses can be based

A HOL E IN O N E

It was a hole in one for Dame Judi Dench who was thrilled to be
asked to accept a cheque from Copthorne Golf Club for more than
£10,000 on behalf of the East Park RDA. Dame Judi has been the
Group’s patron for many years and has even gifted them her retired
racehorse, Smokey Oakey to be re-trained as a Paralympian mount.
Dame Judi said “Everyone who’s worked with the Riding for the
Disabled will know how wonderful it is and this donation will make
such an important difference to the Group at East Park who do
extremely important work. I’ve been involved here for years and
it’s simply amazing to see the children enjoying independence and
freedom on the back of a horse”.
Captains past, present and future from the ladies’ and men’s teams of
Copthorne Golf Club attended the presentation which was the result
of a year’s charity drive, led by last year’s captains, Sandy Flynn and
Paul Delaney, ably assisted by Fines Master Tony MacDonald.
“There is a culture among our members to give money at every

on movements from dressage tests, while
bright colour balls and white numbers
are easier to see, as are white numbers.
Another good tip was to use bolts on
measuring sticks as ones that slide are
apt to slip unnoticed particularly if weary
stewards use them as resting sticks!
Miranda Purves

opportunity to the Club’s annual chosen charity” said Sandy
Flynn, “and we have imposed ‘fines’ for all manner of small
transgressions, including a very lucrative Swear Box! We’ve also
held quiz nights, golf competitions and raffles throughout the
year and everyone has been really generous”.
Sally chose East Park RDA as the Club’s charity because it was
local and involved animals and children. “What better reason
do you need” she
enthused.
As a result of their
involvement with
the Group, many
members have been
able to see sessions
in action and one is
going to become a
volunteer this year.

Dame Judi’s Hole in One

ACCESSABILITY MARK IN THE S.E.
The Accessibility Mark was
developed in 2013 by the
RDA in partnership with
Hoof, the British Equestrian
Federation’s participation
programme following
research that suggested
a far greater demand for
horse riding among the
disabled market than
RDA Groups are able to
accommodate at present
and the Accessibility Mark
aims to bridge this gap.

There are now 9 centres
across the South East
Region which have achieved

the Accessibility Mark
designation, recognising
their efforts in increasing
the number of riding
opportunities for people with
disabilities. They benefit
from RDA’s on-going training,
support and access to a
range of RDA programmes to
ensure a quality experience
for clients with disabilities.
The scheme is now open to
all centres approved by the
British Horse Society (BHS),
the Association of British
Riding Schools (ABRS) and
the Pony Club (TPC).
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A ROYAL
BIRTHDAY
GUEST
There was sunshine and smiles all round
as Hope in the Valley RDA celebrated
their 50th Birthday with a special guest
at Plumpton College in May.
The RDA’s President of 32 years, HRH
the Princess Royal, arrived by helicopter
to enjoy the group’s special day and
spend time with some of the volunteers
and young riders. Having met a host of
local dignitaries on arrival Princess Anne
joined riders, ponies, volunteers and
parents in the arena for a demonstration
of the Countryside Challenge, before
presenting commemorative rosettes and
long service awards to both the riders,
ponies and volunteers.
Of the day, the Princess Royal said “It is a
real achievement that we are celebrating
today”. She went on to praise Hope in
the Valley volunteers for their ‘supreme
dedication’ and commented on the
changes that have been seen over 50
years. She also praised the parents saying
“It’s a pleasure to see the parents here
also showing a commitment that makes
such a difference”.
The Princess presented rosettes to the
regular riders at the Hope in the Valley
group as well as long services awards to
two of the ponies - Rose who has worked

with the group for 14 years and Toblerone,
who has been there for 12 years.
Margaret Fogg, a volunteer and Trustee,
received a long service award for 35 years
and a surprise award was given to the
Group Chairman, Lesley Morrill, who had
just completed 52 marathons in 52 weeks,
promoting RDA along the way. On inviting,
the Princess Royal to present a trophy to
Lesley, Lindsay Correa, RDA Regional
Chair, said “Today we’ve celebrated long
service in both ponies and people. But

Margaret Fogg receives a long
service award for 35 years from
HRH Princess Royal

HRH Princess Royal gives Tilly a
special birthday rosette
a marathon is also long; very long and we
have the pleasure of presenting a special
award, where we recognise an individual
who has chosen to do a lot more than just
one”.
The golden visit ended with the Princess
cutting and sharing in a very special
cake that had been made by volunteer,
Jenny Brown, before meeting the regular
volunteers at the group.

HRH Princess Royal talks to Polly
the pony ridden by Fergus
PHOTOS - AMANDA JANE SMITH

PHOENIX IN BOSNIA
Following on from the success of our
trip to Kosovo, charity Phoenix Aid
asked me, as Regional Coach, to go to
Sarajevo in Bosnia this autumn, to run
some RDA training for the staff of the
Vladimir Nazor School.

The staff training involved classroom
sessions covering RDA Grade Tests
and Tracker as a tool for measuring
the many benefits of riding and to
record achievement and make reports.
Practical sessions involved exercises
in grooming, tacking up, blindfold
simulations to cover leading and
sidewalking, mounting, demounting
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and supporting riders correctly.
We also discussed correct position
and holding reins using props to
work on balance. We demonstrated
challenging balance and coordination
with changes of rein, bending, and
transitions to halt.
We then had a day with children who
started with grooming before riding
where they spent time getting used
to the movement of the pony, before
riding turns and balancing hoops on
their heads to improve posture. Then
tried touching their riding hats to test
confidence and balance, we also did

some bending in and out of markers
and stopping.

I finished by running through a variety
of other activities that could be
incorporated into a session.
Phoenix Aid has agreed to sponsor
six children to ride at the school for
ten weeks so that the benefits and
effects can then be evaluated to
secure further funding. I have agreed
to support the scheme by email and
to come back to give more training in
the Spring.
Fi Dent, Regional RDA Coach

TOP TORCH
TROPHY
HONOUR
Grace Lloyd-Jones, Regional Committee member and
Leatherhead RDA volunteer, has won a Torch Trophy Trust
Award for Outstanding Support for Disability which she
received from HRH the Duke of Gloucester at a special
ceremony in London.

CELEBRATING
COACHING
SUCCESS

Three volunteers from the Region were successful in passing the
prestigious RDA Coach exam allowing them to assess and instruct
RDA participants beyond their own Group. Gail Dennis, Sophie
Honnywill and Sheila Grace, all from Kent groups are RDA
volunteers from various walks of life, who have juggled home and
work to put in the hours necessary to teach, study, develop case
studies and a bulging log book in order to get the experience and
acumen necessary for the exam.

Torch Trust Award Winner Grace Lloyd Jones (centre)
The Torch Trophy Trust Awards are presented annually to
nominations from across sports’ governing bodies and organisations to recognise grassroots voluntary work for sport
and recreation in clubs and community initiatives.
Sir Bobby Charlton is the Trust’s President.
“My mum has volunteered at Leatherhead RDA for as long
as I can remember” said Grace, “so I must thank her for
getting me involved. I so wanted to be able to give back
to a sport that I had loved particularly as it’s so reliant on
volunteers, but when I started working I couldn’t commit to
regular sessions but was encouraged to take on the Regional Committee role”.
Grace was nominated by RDA’s Regional Chair, Lindsay
Correa, for her role as Regional Dressage Representative.
“Grace has taken up the role with enthusiasm and dedication, carving time out of her busy professional life to provide our riders with informed advice and mounting a most
enjoyable annual competition at Hickstead” said Lindsay.
In addition, she is also responsible for ensuring that the 37
groups across the region are fully briefed on RDA UK guidelines, policies and procedures and provides ongoing advice
to support safe practice.
“Grace makes an astonishing impact on RDA at group and
regional level. This is a very well deserved award” added
Lindsay.

Sophie Honnywill RDAC

Gail Dennis RDAC

The quality of coaching at RDA
is second to none, combining
equestrian knowledge with an indepth understanding of a wide range
of disabilities. All three have followed
the RDA’s tailored programme of
training and assessment to achieve
Sheila Grace RDAC this coaching success covering a wide
range of topics from Safeguarding and Teaching Theory to
Volunteer Management and Medical Knowledge. Indeed,
such is the depth of the medical acumen that they have now
had to acquire, they are in a position to assess a potential
rider, who they’ve never met and decide on whether they
are a suitable candidate for riding and what level of support
they should require to meet the needs of their individual
situation. Ultimately this may mean consulting an RDA
physiotherapist to make the final recommendation.
As RDA in Kent celebrate their achievement, they also
illustrate the many varied backgrounds that RDA volunteers
hail from and prove that expertise in horses or medical
knowledge is not a requirement to progression in RDA
Coaching.
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Dressage Elite Honour Volunteers
Two of the world’s elite dressage riders
came to honour the achievements of
our volunteers at the Region’s Annual
Conference and Awards Ceremony in
October. A record-breaking turnout
from across four counties were treated
to presentations from Paralympic Gold
Medallist, Sophie Christiansen CBE and
International Grand Prix rider and world
class coach, Sarah Sjoholm Patience.
Nearly 150 delegates also enjoyed
workshops and talks from David
Mortlock from the Worshipful Company
of Wheelwrights, Emma Bayliss
from RDA UK’s national office who
talked about the Tracker System
and participant Sally Jones of Happy

Grand Prix dressage rider
and trainer, Sarah Sjoholm
Patience

Practical session 1

REGIONAL CONFERENCE
Landings who outlined her path through
RDA in both carriage driving and riding.
There was also the annual presentation
of the regional awards by the
presenters, as well as a new award from
regional sponsors, Cowan Architects, in
recognition of the Young Volunteer of
the Year, the Cowan Challenge Trophy.

Awards:
Cowan Challenge Trophy for the
Young Volunteer of the Year – Georgia
Budden from Quest who has shown
total commitment and helped out in
the holidays with extra chores, always
being the first to step forward and offer
to help.

Participant Titan Award – Freddie
Lamb of Quest RDA who has Aspergers
and hypermobility. He has worked really
hard to improve his riding while always
smiling and his confidence has grown
tremendously. He raised £500 for Quest
by completing a 2 mile sponsored ride.
Special Recognition Trophy – Julie
Jones of Quest RDA in her role as
chairman for a group that has expanded
the number of ponies and places
that it can offer following substantial
fundraising and leadership.

Volunteer of the Year – Pauline
Roestenburg of Chalkdown RDA who
took over the Chair two years ago and
has transformed the group’s impact on
the local Kent community, doubling
the number of volunteers, adding
to the Trustees and overhauling the
finances into a healthy cash surplus.
Long Service Awards – Susie Hill,
Chalkdown RDA and Teresa Jones,
Epsom RDA for 25 years’ service
Legacy Awards – Vernon Roper, Long
Furlong RDA should have received his
25 years long service award but died
leaving an impressive legacy of energy
and enthusiasm and Janet Bettell
Higgins from Kipling County who was
another legend, loved by so many
whose lives she touched.

Horse of the Year – Sinatra from Epsom
RDA who is a favourite because he just
strides out and enjoys his work.
David Cowan presents the Cowan
Challenge Trophy to young volunteer of
Buchan Bobby Award – Hope in the
the year Georgia Buddin.
Valley Group which has had a stellar
year, celebrating their 50th Anniversary
Young Volunteer Hebe Award – Emily
with a Royal Visit, sending two riders to
Heyman from Cobbes Meadow RDA
the RDA National Championships and
for being a loyal member of the team,
giving up one of their riding sessions to
giving her time twice a week to help with act as ambassadors to the RDA with a
both riding and driving.
Countryside Challenge demonstration
to 160 Trefoil Guild Members at Firle
Participant Titan Award – Helena
Place in East Sussex.
Burgess of Chalkdown RDA suffers with
Ehlers Danlos Syndrome that leaves her Tora Bray Award – Pauline Lane,
with constant pain and chronic fatigue.
Cranleigh RDA and Retiring Surrey
She has been a determined, brave
County Chair who has worked tirelessly
young woman who has blossomed and
to help others with reliability and
grown.
dedication.
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Louise Larkman of Long Furlong with
the Legacy Award for Vernon Roper

Lindsay Correa shares a laugh with
Sophie Christiansen
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Sophie with young award winners Freddie
and Georgia

LE TREC SEES THE
SUNNY SIDE
‘That was the best day ever!’ ‘Everyone’s
so friendly’. ‘Every driver came home
with a smile’. ‘We will go home and tell
the rest of our group what a fun time it
was’.
These are just some comments that Bradbourne Group received after they hosted
their 3rd Le Trec event in August.
The event was contested by 23 drivers
from 4 groups; Woodchurch, Herons
Ghyll, Cobbes Meadow and, of course,
Bradbourne.
The Novice class was well supported
and saw Herons Ghyll dominating with
Greg Cooper driving Lottie just beating
Chris Colins and Nutmeg. Neil Simmons
of Woodchurch drove Teddy to retain his
Open title from last year narrowly defeating Tracey Spencer and Nutmeg of Heron’s Ghyll and Pat Hammond of Cobbes
Meadow who finished on the same score.

There was a separate class for those who
only did part of the course, the skills,
which included posting letters, throwing
balls into a bin, a carpet bridge, driving
a 3-loop serpentine, a halt and rein back
and the ever popular ‘walk the plank’
which involved ground helpers and
sometimes the drivers getting very wet
but this year the water soakers were a
welcome addition in the heat. Winner on
the day was Lorraine Mercer driving Charlie of Herons Ghyll who beat Ivan Fielder
and Axel of Bradbourne.
The drivers could also drive the cones
course which was run as a separate
competition. This was hotly contested
with Heron’s Ghyll’s Vee Carr and Lottie
coming through as the winner with only
0.02 penalties.
Prizes were awarded for best newcomer
which was shared by Kelly Stevens and
John Green, both driving Minty, representing Bradbourne.
Bradbourne could not put on this event
without all the willing helpers, stewards,
judges and organisers but plans are
already in the pipeline for next year’s
event.

TOP SLOT TIE IN DRIVING QUALIFIER
There was “edge-of-the seat” excitement with a number of dead heats in
some of the placings during the annual qualifying Indoor Carriage Driving
competition at Sands Farm in September. This included the top slot of
Overall Winner and qualifier in the Novice Whip with Vianne Carr driving
Lottie of Heron’s Ghyll and Sandra Spinner driving Jim of Cherry Park
tying first place for a Sussex sweep. Also qualifying was Paula Stapeley
of Stella Hancock (last year’s winner), Karen Tritton of Heron’s Ghyll and
Christine David of Stella Hancock.

Sarah Pain of Stella Hancock drives Eddie through the obstacles
In the non-qualifying Assisted Whip class, newcomer Katherine Brine,
driving Tooky from Stella Hancock was a decisive winner, beating Ellen
Chapman of Cherry Park into second place.
Aaron Dellaway of Regional Sponsors, Cowan Architects, presented
the awards. He was impressed by the speed and agility needed
from the carriage drivers in the three disciplines. “This has been
really inspirational to see the skill and dexterity required from these
incredible drivers. I’ve been amazed today” he commented at the end of
the day.
The Chairman of the RDA South East Region,
Lindsay Correa gave thanks to the hard work
of the team behind the scenes in putting the
event together saying “I take a lot of pride
in the events that we offer to our regional
members and the team work hard to make
them happen. We’re also very grateful to
our wonderful judges led by Sara Howe, an
internationally acclaimed carriage driver and
Team GB member.”.
Katherine Brine from Stella
Hancock receives 2nd prize
from Aaron Dellaway of
sponsors Cowan Architects
for the Assisted Whip

Ivan Fielder of Bradbourne drives Disney
through the obstacles

Paula Stapley receives a
qualifying 3rd prize from
Aaron Dellaway

Ella Crouch of Kipling County is pleased with
her efforts
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OBITUARIES
Vernon Roper
Long Furlong Group

Vernon first became involved with the
RDA when he started riding with the
South Downs Group in 1988. Having
been struck down with Multiple
Sclerosis at the age of 33 he moved
to West Sussex from his remote North
Devon cottage when his mobility
deteriorated. But before moving, he
had started horse riding in Devon and
was immediately hooked!
Some years later he set up his own
RDA group which was a massive
achievement. Long Furlong RDA
Group was formed from small
beginnings to recently adding an extra
weekly afternoon session last year and
doubling its rider numbers.
Having had a long break from riding

Vernon was thrilled to be back in the
saddle once again in 2016 riding his
beloved horse, Rosie, at every RDA
session.
Long Furlong Group had a double
celebration for Vernon in April. It was
not only his 70th birthday but he was
also celebrating 25 years as an RDA
Group Chairman.
Despite his own health problems,
Vernon spent countless hours working
hard for the RDA and raising enormous
amounts of money for the cause he
cared so passionately about. Vernon
bought so many positive changes to
the lives of so many. May his life and
legacy continue to inspire us all.
Louise Larkman, Long Furlong RDA

Janet Bettell-Higgins
Kipling County RDA
A founder member of Kipling County RDA Carriage Driving,
Janet Bettell-Higgins died in January aged 73.
As a child, she would help with ponies on Hunstanton beach
in Norfolk at weekends and would also assist with transporting
holidaymakers in a trap from the railway station.
After she left school, she spent a year training at an Arab stud
near Norwich, after which she went on to a job with the Kirby
Cane Welsh Pony Stud.
After marrying husband Larry, she went on to form the
Battenhurst Riding & Livery Yard and also enjoyed many
successes in driving trials.
Janet Bettell Higgins receives a visit from Crumble
In 1985 she joined a Riding for the Disabled Association group
at Heron’s Ghyll, co-founding her own group, Kipling County
Carriage Driving, in 1996. Here, she was held in the highest regard as a lady who devoted her life to ponies, RDA, and
encouraging those with physical disabilities to achieve and exceed their expectations in carriage driving.
She will be very missed.

Sam
Epsom RDA
I’m sure many people across the South
East region know Bo and her handsome
Sam. We are heart-broken to report that
following the break in and attack at Epsom
RDA, Sam died from the injuries he
sustained.

Miranda Purves, Regional Driving Rep

The most perfect quote is from his
Mummy herself; “Sam doesn’t hurt
anymore. He is galloping freely seeing
all his old friends in the sky now”.

Bo wants to pass on her deepest thanks
for the support that everyone has
offered. If anyone would be interested
in sharing Bo’s Go Fund Me page we
Riding Sam was everything to Bo; and
are still fundraising in anticipation of
being with Bo was everything to Sam.
significant veterinary bills and Bo has
Bo poured all her efforts, emotion and
reiterated what a weight of responsibility
finances into Sam and it shows - he was
had been lifted from her shoulders by
hands-down the friendliest horse you
everyone’s kind donations. https://www.
will ever meet, with the biggest heart, a
gofundme.com/6hf7a-sams-veterinarychampion in the riding school and the best care
Bo and Sam at the Para Internaequine kisser (honestly, he gave kisses!)
Kate El Bizanti, Epsom RDA
tionals in France
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ALL’S WELL
THAT ENDS AT
WELLGROVE
Wellgrove RDA is nestled in the
quintessential English countryside
of the Garden of Eden – Kent. It’s a
relatively new group having been
started in the summer of 2013, but its
true beginnings were somewhat earlier
as the proprietor of Wellgrove Stables,
Emma Whittaker, had been providing
sessions to a few riders with disabilities
before then. It was the family business
mission to provide ‘access-for-all
horse riding’ that drove her desire
to offer even greater accessibility for
disabled riders at her well-established,
commercial yard.
Emma looked into the process of
setting up an RDA group with RDA’s
national office. With the structure,
guidance and support that the RDA
offered its groups and riders through
its Regional networks, she decided it
would be fantastic to have this option
at Wellgrove Stables. Emma quickly
went about setting up a trustee group
and with support from RDA UK and the
Regional Coaches who were handily
based close by at Bradbourne RDA,
Wellgrove RDA was born.
Wellgrove’s participants span the age
groups with some coming from Aspens
Pepenbury, an adult day care services

Willis uses the purpose built mounting area

group, and younger ones
from local specialist
primary and secondary
schools. Some come as
a group while others are
individuals, and there’s
one who’s lucky enough to
ride with Wellgrove and
drive with Bradbourne.
Friends of Pepenbury
recently donated a very
welcome £745 to fund
specialist equipment and
a new shed for storage.

Monday Morning Ride		

PHOTO: STEPH BROWN

Emma says Hello to Delia
PHOTO: STEPH BROWN

There are challenges to
Emma leads
meet, as with any group.
the way
The outdoor school leads
to cancellations due to
bad weather. Last year,
proved particularly tough but was made
up for by the wonderful and everlasting
summer! This helped make the favourite
fun fundraisers even more fun such as the
annual Easter Egg Hunt, horse hopper
races and of course Cake Sales! The team
at Wellgrove hit all challenges head on.
thinks that it’s the “fun and laughter,
Liz Mead, the Group Chair, says “Things
our great horses, a brilliant Coach and
won’t always be a challenge so when you smiling volunteers”.
hit a brick wall look for ways to get over,
The volunteers also have busy lives
under, or around but don’t give up!”
too. Some are already carers for others
So what makes Wellgrove special. Liz
at home and so coming to the sessions
provides a little escape, while others
enjoy the time with the horses and
seeing the riders’ happiness. “I’ve often
heard volunteers say “RDA day my
therapy day” claims Liz so it seems the
benefit is very much two way.

Brian’s good at Hands in the Air

For Liz, the ultimate reward is watching
the most fearful and their road to
progess. “The ones that stand out are
those that fear that first step to mount
the horse,” she says. “Week after week
they will come a little closer, stroke
the horse a little longer and you can
see their mind working on this new
challenge. It seems like they will never
get on. Then suddenly one week they
surprise you and the smile and pride
they have just says it all.”
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FUNDRAISING
LORRAINE’S
ARTWORK
AUCTIONED

Heron’s Ghyll’s Lorraine Mercer is an accomplished mouth painter and donated
one of her recent works to the RDA Gala Dinner fundraising auction this year, raising
£200. Lorraine has been driving successfully with RDA for nearly 30 years and has
been a winning entrant in the Annual Arts and Crafts competition on a number of
occasions.

GOLF GIVES GENEROUSLY
West Hill Golf Club has selected the SE Region as its charity of the
year, running from October 2018 to October 2019. The choice of
charity is the incoming Ladies Captain’s choice, Elizabeth Hooper,
who has been a long-time horse-lover and owner. She is fascinated
in the interaction between horses and people, particularly those
with disabilities and she wanted to know more about the RDA and
what it does. To this end, she has already visited Sandhurst Group
to see the children’s Thursday session in action.
Traditionally the fundraising year features many
different money raising schemes which Elizabeth
is still planning but its ‘pièce de resistance’ is
the Captains’ Charity Golf Day in September
each year.

BRADBOURNE GOLF DAY
With two of the Bradbourne
RDA Group ponies nearing
retirement, in 2017 we decided
to hold a golf fundraising event
in 2018 to generate funds for
successor ponies.

snow! We secured sponsorships
for every hole across the course,
appropriate prizes for winners, a
select group of high value raffle
prizes, and a diverse range of
valuable auction prizes with a
Sevenoaks auctioneer to maximise
Wildernesse Golf Club has
bids once everyone had enjoyed a
previously allowed us to host such
an event in May and although very wonderful lunch. We compiled and
welcoming to us for 2018 they could printed hole sponsor boards and
only offer a date in March, the week the detailed course guide booklet
promoting all supporters which was
before Easter and the end of the
given to every golfer and sponsor.
financial year – a hectic period for
Thanks to the wonderful volunteers
many potential participants.
who stewarded and helped,
Undeterred and used to rising to
and the huge generosity of the
challenges, we circulated previous
thirteen teams plus colleagues who
participants, golfers and contacts
participated, bought raffle tickets,
we knew, even contacting those
and bid on auction prizes, we raised
impacted by cancellations of
a fantastic £8,773.
competitions elsewhere on the
Sarah Fenn
same day with courses closed for
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ODDS ON
FAVOURITE
AT SNAIL RACING
Eridge RDA Group raised an impressive
£2,000 at its ‘Snail Race Night’ family
fundraiser in February when nearly 150
‘racegoers’ turned out to support it and enjoy
a buffet supper.
Jan Carmichael, who provides several ponies
each week for the Group’s riding sessions,
was the Race Night
Organiser. “I’m
thrilled” she said. “It
was such a fantastic
evening and so well
supported. This
money will provide
much needed funds
to allow us to buy
new equipment and
toys to ensure our
riders have as much
fun learning as they
can.“

A LUCKY SWEEP

East Park RDA enjoyed the blessing
of a lucky chimney sweep as a local
businessman and Royal Warrant
Holder, Kevin Giddings of Millborrow
Chimney Sweeps was behind the
presentation of an invaluable gift of
a new saddle and bridle which was
given by the Chairman of the Royal
Warrant Holders’ Association Charity
Fund, Bill Gunn.

Royal Warrant Holder Chairman
Bill Gunn (left) presents James
Baxter of East Park RDA (centre)
with a saddle as Kevin Gidding
holds the commemorative plaque

Kevin’s wife, Katie is an instructor at
the Group and Millborrow Chimney
Sweeps is actually a double Royal
Warrant Holder, serving both Her
Majesty the Queen’s London
properties and Windsor Castle but
also His Royal Highness the Prince of
Wales’ Highgrove residence.

MP TAKES ON THE MOUNTED
In October, former Home Secretary, Amber Rudd MP
visited Fairlight Hall RDA in her constituency of Hastings
and Rye.
During the visit, Amber was given a riding demonstration
that was put on by some of the riders, all of whom
were keen to demonstrate the horse-riding skills they
have acquired since attending riding sessions. Amber
also heard first-hand from the members present about
how RDA has helped to build their self-confidence by
enabling them to acquire skills through new sporting
opportunities.

“The criteria for achieving a Royal
Warrant are very strict” says
Kevin. “You have to have been a
supplier to the Royal Household
for 5 successive years before you
can apply and you have to be
able to continue to supply each
year with reviews of your Warrant
every 5 years. Millborrow do with
chimneys whether it’s applying
a bit of Zebrite, a touch of fire
cementing or maintaining the
chimney pots on the top!”
Katie Giddings has been
involved in the RDA for nearly
20 years and has been at East
Park from its beginning. Having
started as a side walker, she has
followed the RDA’s coaching
pathway to become an instructor.

BRADBOURNE’S
STOLEN
CARAVAN
Early one morning in early June, a few days before we
were due to welcome a group of children with special
needs from the city for a week long riding camp in the
Kent countryside based at Bradbourne RDA Group, we
discovered one of our highly branded white camp caravans was missing. Once reported to the police we blitzed
social media with requests to keep a watch out for it, and
soon it was located abandoned in Lingfield. Luckily there
was only minor damage and we were able to collect it
from the police, for a fee, in time for the children’s camp.
We were so grateful for all the re-tweeting and the many
messages of support and goodwill.
Sarah Fenn

Amber was impressed with what she saw, saying “It was
a real pleasure to meet with both volunteer instructors
and members of RDA. Organisations such as RDA
provide an invaluable opportunity of enabling people
with disabilities to excel in sport. Success in one area
can contribute significantly to success in other walks
of life, as individuals are emboldened to take on new
challenges and set their sights on achieving new goals.”
During the past year, Fairlight Hall RDA has been actively
fundraising and has received generous grants from The
Gregg’s Foundation, Fairlight Parish Council, the Rother
Rural Trust, the Kowitz Family Foundation and had
building supplies kindly donated by STAMCO.
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COUNTY CHAIRS’
ROUND UP
WEST SUSSEX

EAST SUSSEX

East Park Driving Group have had a good year and entered
their first RDA competition at the July Show at Felbridge
where John Tierney driving Slateyford Spartan ( aka Coke )
won Best Turned Out Class and came fourth in the Novice
Whip.

More than 160 members of East Sussex’s Trefoil Guild were
treated to a marvellous display and presentation by young
riders from Hope in the Valley RDA Group as part of the

Happy Landings Driving Group moved to attractive new
premises with access to beautiful open field tracks in April
2018 - a real achievement after over a year of looking. Two
very generous donations enabled the purchase of two
electric and two conventional bicycles to help our volunteers
keep up with the trotting ponies. This has made an amazing
difference for the highly valued volunteers to ride safely and
comfortably around the tracks and fields.
Sandra Pinner joined Cherry Park RDA in late May 2018
having never driven before and has enjoyed a very
successful time with the Group since then. She writes:
“In September 2017, I qualified for the RDA Nationals at
Hartpury, Gloucestershire held on 13th July 2018. Gemma
Casburn, our Group’s Trainer and Organiser, had prepared
our pony, Jim, so well that he looked superb and smart with
his plaits. Gemma’s calm, efficient professionalism gave me
confidence. We were soon called into the dressage arena
and I was quite pleased with my performance despite my
nerves. The cones course followed immediately after the
dressage and was well laid out and enjoyable. I was told I
had completed a clear round. The two obstacles were testing
but also enjoyable. I was thrilled to be at Hartpury anyway
but so pleased to come second, especially as I was only one
point behind the winner.”
Janice Massey West Sussex County Chair

West Sussex Bicycles
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Fergus on Rose rings the bell
Guild’s 75th Anniversary celebrations at Firle Place this week.
The ‘guiding for adults’ organisation has selected to support
the Countryside Challenge competition for RDA nationally in
this, its Diamond Jubilee year. They hope to raise more than
£30,000 towards the running of the competition which tests
young disabled riders’ steering, balance and confidence.
For the display, two Hope in the Valley riders, Jack and
Fergus, put their skills to the test by some of the Challenge
obstacles and tasks including negotiating the ‘farmyard’,
picking an apple from a tree and posting a letter. Lesley
Morrill, Chairman of Hope in the Valley RDA, said “the boys

fantastic setting and I was very proud of them”.
Jane Steen, Chair of the East Sussex Trefoil Guild, gave the
boys their letters to post and then presented them with
special rosettes for their perfect display.
Ali Remmen, East Sussex County Chair

Cranleigh RDA Chair, Liz Harrison, said, “We are extremely
grateful to our fantastic benefactors who have ensured the
future of the indoor riding facilities at Casi’s Farm”.

KENT
Hello from the garden of England.

SURREY
Cranleigh RDA enjoyed a fabulous autumnal day in October
to open their new facility and welcomed broadcaster,
journalist, author and equestrian national treasure, Clare
Balding OBE as guest of honour.
“It’s a delight watching an RDA team at work and I’ve really
enjoyed seeing the horses, Aero, Rafferty, Bob and all
the others, transport their riders to a
world where they have freedom and
movement – it’s magical to see, said
RDA ambassador Clare.”

We’ve all had a very hot, happy and successful year
here in Kent. Our volunteers are going from strength to
strength. Many of them have been taking part in Coaching,
Safeguarding, and volunteer training sessions. We very much
appreciate the distances they are prepared to travel, in their
own time, making them the capable volunteers they are.
Our Alkham Valley group have worked tirelessly and now
have an amazing new indoor school. Jo, Amanda and the

“I am constantly blown away by the
transformation the RDA can have
on people’s lives. Through their
relationship with horses, children
and adults get confidence, a sense
of satisfaction and possibly most
importantly, a challenge. This is a very
special, life enhancing experience
for riders, families, volunteers and
horses!”
Cranleigh successfully raised in excess
of £750,000 to totally remodel and
refurbish the stables and facilities.
Generous contributions came from charitable trusts including £150,000 from the London Marathon Charitable
Trust - local charities, local benefactors and individual
fundraisers, all of whom recognise the benefits of riding for
those with special needs.

Chalkdown at Hickstead
team look forward to welcoming people for training sessions
in the very near future. An exciting opportunity for us all.
Cobbes Meadow hosted a dressage competition in October
this year. It was very successful and they hope to repeat it in
2019, opening it up to other groups in Kent.
Chalkdown group visited Hickstead this year. They spent an
interesting day watching competitors and learning the ropes
so that they will be able to take riders there in 2019. We wish
them every success.
We were delighted to know that Becca Sutch was able to
keep her Ashford Valley group running despite her being
incredibly busy after the arrival of baby No 2.
Carole Mounce, Kent County Chair

Did you know…?
Cranleigh Opening: Clare Balding gives a celebratory rosette with
Cranleigh’s Liz Harrison

34sp.com offer free web hosting to any
UK registered charity.
Take a look on

https://www.34sp.com/charityhosting
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A RUNNING RECORD
FOR RDA

Lesley Morrill, Chair of Hope in the Valley RDA, has been breaking running records and all in the name of RDA. This
Christmas, Lesley succeeded in running 100 marathons in 100 weeks and at the age of 62 she has run herself into the
Record Books for this achievement.
“It all started with the Brighton 10k and little by little it built up until I
did a marathon rather by accident” says Lesley. “Then I thought I’d try 5
marathons just to prove I could and the ball started rolling”.
She has now broken the 100 Marathon Club Record for the Oldest woman
(62 year 4 months 25 days) to run her first marathon and get to 100 (the
record holder had been 59) which she achieved in 2 years and 6 months.
Along the way she has raised money for RDA, raised awareness and
proven that goals that may seem impossible, can be achievable with a
little encouragement and determination – a key value in the RDA.
Lesley with her 52 in 52 shirt

A SENSORY
RIDE

I have been visually impaired since birth with only
2- 5 % vision so an invitation to try out another
group’s sensory ride was immediately appealing
particularly if we can use my experience to
develop a similar facility at Cobbes Meadow.
I have been riding properly since the age of 12 but
I am a newcomer to Cobbes Meadow having been
here for only 3 months. I love the fact that when
I am riding I have the freedom to move around
safely. I feel happy and relaxed and excited.
Sometimes I am scared but because of the bond I
have with the horse, I trust them to see for me.
Recently, Kent County Chair, Carole Mounce, took
me to visit Quest RDA in Surrey to try out their
sensory ride. I really didn’t know what to expect
but I was pleasantly surprised by the versatility
of the activities and how creative they were. My
favourite activities were Sid the Sensory Snake,
the horse shoe tree and the frog with the sticky
tongue.
I felt it was very inclusive for people with many
different types of disability and it was a privilege
to road test it so that I might be able to help
create one at Cobbes Meadow in the future.
If I were setting one up I’d include more sensory
equipment to use smell and possibly different
sounds underfoot: and, of course, chocolate for
our taste buds! Only joking!
Lexi Griffiths Rayson, Cobbes Meadow
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We say Goodbye to three members of the Regional
Committee; Pauline Lane who has been Surrey
County Chair and Peter Alexander, who has been
Treasurer both serving on the committee since
2013, and Annie Irving, West Sussex County
Coach. We are very sorry to see them go as they
have all had an amazingly positive influence on
the Committee in many ways.
Pauline Lane has been a fantastic role model to other
instructors (coaches) and has always gone the extra
mile for the riders in
her groups as well
as supporting other
groups in Surrey. She
has put her excellent
organisational skills to
good use, running the
Challenge Day in recent
years and the Awards
Table at the National
Championships. She
even raised £45,000 for
RDA in 2010 by organising and leading a trek from the
Dead Sea to Petra.
Peter Alexander has kept the regional purse strings
in excellent order, making
a number of innovations
in how the expenses are
reported. Peter has been
a valuable volunteer at
our regional events and
will continue to volunteer
weekly at Sandhurst Group.

Annie Irving
Annie Irving has supported
not only West Sussex
county coaches but many
others as well, travelling
far and wide to help those
beginning as well as to help
more experienced coaches
to develop. As a member of
the Regional team, Annie
has been hardworking and
unquestionably committed to keeping high standards of
coaching. We will miss her sense of humour, her energy,
her perspective and her positive outlook.

New Surrey County Chair
The good news is we have a new County Chair
for Surrey in Paula Jones from Leatherhead RDA.
Paula is a qualified RDA Coach and has been a
trustee and committee member of Leatherhead
Group since 2000.
Paula is involved in
all aspects of running
the Group, not only
in an administrative
capacity as trustee
and completing
Group DBS checks,
but also in a handson capacity, planning
and delivering
engaging sessions for
participants as Group
Coach. Her, key achievements include introducing
ASDAN, expanding the Group to two sessions per week,
organising fundraising and management of the website
and Facebook page for Leatherhead Group.

New Regional Treasurer
We are delighted to announce the appointment of
Beryl Randall to the position of South East Region
Treasurer from the New
Year. Beryl is currently a
volunteer with Epsom RDA
and has been a director of an
independent charity for over
nine years. Her experience
includes forecasting yearly
expenditure, managing
budgets and day-to-day
expenditure, creating
financial reports and
organising events, including
regional seminars. She’ll
obviously be a useful
addition to the team.
Outside of Epsom RDA, Beryl is a keen allotment
gardener, with her own blog (www.mudandgluts.com)
and articles in Grow Your Own and Kitchen Garden
magazines.
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RDA South East Region Dates for 2019
27 Jan AM

Pre-Coach Training

Bradbourne RDA

27 Jan PM

Safeguarding

Bradbourne RDA

2 Mar AM 	

Pre-Coach Training 	

Haven Centre

2 Mar PM 	

Safeguarding   	

Haven Centre

24 Mar

First Aid

Loxwood, West Sussex

4 Apr EVE

Pre-Coach Training

Chalkdown RDA

29 Apr EVE

Pre-Coach Training

Cranleigh RDA

9 May 	

Challenge Day 	

Felbridge

29 May

Dressage Qualifier

Hickstead

16 July

Carriage Driving Show

Hadlow College

17 Sept

Indoor Carriage Driving Qualifier

Sands Farm

23 Oct

Regional Conference

Haven Centre

SOUTH EAST REGION WHO’S WHO
Regional Chair

Lindsay Correa

Regional Treasurer

Beryl Randall

Regional Publicity Officer

Joanna Sale

Regional Coach

Fi Dent

Regional Coach

Jenna Leight

jennaleight@gmail.com

Regional Driving Rep

Miranda Purves

mcvp@ashenfield.co.uk

Regional Physiotherapist

Anthea Pell

Regional Dressage Rep

Grace Lloyd Jones

lindsaycorrea@hotmail.com
beryl.serda@gmail.com
joannasale@btinternet.com
fi.dent@talktalk.net

antheapell@hotmail.com
graceelj@aol.com

FOR MORE INFORMATION ON RDA SOUTH EAST REGION
look at our website
www.rda-southeastregion.org.uk

SPECIAL THANKS
To our printer,
Ian Wilkins at
EMS Design & Print
for giving us a special
discount to print this year’s
Regional Review
Medway House,
18-22 Canteloupe Road,
East Grinstead, RH19 3BJ
Tel: 01342 323700
iwilkins@emsdesignandprint.co.uk
This edition of
2018 South East Region’s
Annual Review is the result
of the combined talents of:
Joanna Sale
Editor and Photographer.

YOU CAN HELP MAKE A DIFFERENCE
If you have enjoyed this review of the work done by the
RDA Groups in the South East Region throughout 2018
and you would like to help,
either financially or by donating your time, then please go to
our website:

www.rda-southeastregion.org.uk

Please send ideas for future
articles to Joanna for the
2019 Review.
Bob Sampson
Designer,
who has given up a lot of his
creative time to do a fantastic job
on the stylish look of this year’s
magazine.
b.sampson@direktor.co.uk

